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Are you ready to
re-imagine SAPA
Western Cape?

THE SAPA WC
‘SHOUT MAG’

A message from the
SAPA WC President
In most countries, getting children back to school during a pandemic has been a major
operation and heated debate. Schools that have re-opened have faced the considerable
challenges around social distancing, intensive cleaning, and the careful planning of all
movement around the school.
In this time of confusion where quick solutions are required in a fast-changing world, the
priority must be the well-being of leaders, teachers, learners, parents, and all
stakeholders involved in the school life. In many respects, COVID 19 has turned wellbeing into ill-being and highlighted how education inequity profoundly affects those in
society who have the least.
For school leaders working in these demanding circumstances, the pressure is relentless
and our options are limited. The staff meetings, coffee catch ups and corridor chats with
colleagues, that made up a school day, have gone. All those informal, important,
moments where social relationships are built have simply vanished in the blink of an eye.
SAPA Western Cape has been looking at ways to re-imagine our association during
these changing times. Some of our changes include SAPA WC partnering with Keller
Education, the upgrade of our social media platforms and the production of a quarterly
SAPA WC Magazine which will be issued to the members. Read on to find out more
about the exciting changes that await.
All the best for the rest of the school term and enjoy your much needed break.

Bronwyn Fisher

Need a good read?
As leaders, we are constantly looking for an inspiring,
motivational book. Look no further. James Kerr’s Legacy What the All Blacks can teach us about the business of life is a
book which every Principal should read. Legacy is a unique,
inspiring handbook for leaders in all fields and asks “How do the
best in the world stay the best in the world?
At SAPA WC, we believe that in a complex world, education
leaders have to be able to teach future leaders to turn vision
into sustained action.

So…what’s
new?
The SAPA WC “Shout”
The SAPA WC Shout is a motivational, inspiring
magazine designed to keep principals informed and
at the cutting edge of the latest neuroleadership
while ensuring that members feel connected to their
Provincial Executive Committee.
Information about upcoming events, input from the
SAPA WC President and educational resources are
just a few of the benefits.

Let’s stay connected! SAPA WC will be starting a
Telegram Group (See download below) to keep you
informed with the latest information from SAPA
National, and keep you motivated with regular
leadership insights. This will be a one way
information stream to keep our members briefed on
both national and provincial issues.

Want to join the group?
Simply scan this QR Code with your smartphone
camera.

Don’t have Telegram? Download it here
Click here to
Download for Android here

Click here to
Download for iPhone & iPad

App store

Keller Education
SAPA WC has partnered with Keller Education, to reimagine school leadership, offer great support to
principals and run dynamic training sessions as we
traverse uncertain times.

Social Media Revamp
Are you following us on Social Media? Check us out
on Facebook and Instagram. Simply search for
@sapawcape for the latest motivation, research and
ideas for leaders.
Click here to follow SAPA WC on Facebook
Click here to follow SAPA WC on Instagram

Webinars
We will be running a number of dynamic webinars, in
collaboration with Keller Education. Remaining
connected while growing professionally is essential
to motivate leaders.

Become a Keller Partner at a 10% discount.
All SAPA WC member schools have the opportunity
to become a Keller Partner School at a reduced rate.
To find out more, contact home@keller.education or
visit www.keller.education

Leadership Coaching Sessions
Principals will have access to engaging, dynamic
neuro-leadership leadership training and coaching
sessions.
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10 Principles
for Principals

The Leader as the
CLO - Chief
Learning Officer

DEVELOP CLEAR SIGHT - Vision is the roadmap to get to your destination. The Principal
must have a clear vision before she/he can lead others. When the leader becomes so
bewildered by the day-to-day running of a school, then the ability to see the big picture
fades. Without clear sight there is no vision. Expect a leadership vacuum to develop and
it will often be filled with a poor leader looking for an opportunity to manipulate the
environment. Clear sighted leaders are always able to create opportunities for their team
to shine.
“The most important measure of how good a game I played was how much better I’d
made my teammates play.” Bill Russell (Legendary Basket Ball player)
GENERATE TRUST - Trust is created. It is not earned. Colleagues trust their Principal
when he shares his HOPES and DREAMS with his staff. If the roadmap is laid out for all to
see and the hopes and dreams are verbalised, trust is generated. This roadmap needs to
be simple to understand and if leaders encourage their team to consider different points
of view and perspectives to make it better, then there is buy-in.
BUILD LEADERS - Schools don’t need management teams, they require Leadership
Teams. Leaders are built. They need a strong foundation and are raised brick by brick.
Chief Learning Officers often step back and allow the Leaders under construction to take
control. Always select leaders who will fill in for the CLO’s weaknesses. Their gifting
brings strength to the team and the entire organisation benefits.
GROW THINKERS - Professional development is a non-negotiable. Budget a percentage
of the wage bill for investment in human capital. CLO’s make sure that their staff are
always at the cutting edge of education ‘thought’ leadership. Remember, competency is
the product of (How we teach) X (What we teach).
If new pedagogies are not
consistently presented and implemented, then the curriculum has little or no value.

TELL STORIES - Great CLO’s are engaging storytellers. This principle, however, includes
telling stories and listening to the history. The CLO knows the history of the school so
that she is equipped to lead the change.
ENCOURAGE IMPERFECTION - A culture free of fear provides a space where failure is
supported and success celebrated. There must be no fear of failure. Remember, the light
shines through the cracks. “There’s a crack, there’s a crack in everything. That’s how the
light gets in.” Leonard Cohen
MODEL THE BEHAVIOURS REQUIRED - Don’t do as I say - Do what I do! Laugh often,
smile regularly, plan diligently, arrive timeously, praise precisely, deliver by deadline and
celebrate energetically. Teachers love to be led by a leader who lives his demands and is
viewed as having a servant mentality.
FILL IN THE BLANKS - Make time to explain WHY. Avoid lengthy meetings, but always
provide staff with the reason behind every decision. Blanket directives have little or no
value. They often result in confusion and resentment. A quick email or a whatsApp
message to your staff thanking them for their commitment and giving the reason for a
new directive builds a sense of appreciation and empowerment. Always make sure
teachers are the first to know. Professionals left in the dark lose faith in the leader.
Communication counts.
TAKE TIME - Great change does not happen over night. Build slowly, with confidence
and give regular feedback. Never fill the glass with more demands unless you make
space by removing something else.
BE COURAGEOUS - Leadership is not for the faint-hearted or weak spirited. It requires
endless courage to deal with difficult issues.

Too much to read? Don’t worry - watch and listen to the video below by
clicking here or the play button

ICP Webinar
FREE for SAPA Members

Dr Steve Munby is a dynamic educator, author, researcher and leader.
An internationally renowned researcher in leadership and structural
reform, Dr Steve Munby runs a consulting firm named after him. Steve is
a visiting professor at University College London Institute for Education,
chairman of the Teaching Awards Trust in England and the facilitator
for the ARC summits, which bring together education systems from
across the world.
He recently completed a book with the title ‘Imperfect Leadership’.

Event Details
Time:
• 4 May at 09:00 (It will be taking place at 5:00pm Australian Eastern Standard Time
(AEST)
• For all those who register, a recording will be available for a week after the session
Programme
• 90 Minute session including 60 minute input and 30 minute interactive session
Cost for SAPA Members:
Free

Register now and stand a chance
to win a one night stay at Century
City

Click here to register for the event
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